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LOCATION 

The project is located in Monte Sinai who is placed to the northwest of the city of 

Guayaquil, spending the channel of Cedegé, the same one that leaves them out of the 

urban limits. Administratively it was, for years, a land of nobody. In the practice it was and 

it is the land of two hundred seventy four thousand inhabitants. 

 

JUSTIFICATION 

The instability of the conditions of the habitat in the above mentioned territory, since the 

dealers of land began to operate with the complicity or the silence of certain political 

forces, increases the situation of vulnerability in which he is, aggravating the weaknesses 

and increasing the list of needs of Monte Sinai’s sector, a sector that arises from the 

invasions of the people, where there are constantly clashes between villagers and 

authorities and the villagers up shacks on vacant land and therefore the authorities come 

to eviction. 

There are problems such as lack of resources, mistrust of the inhabitants to the new 

inhabitants, discrimination against residents of rural origin and habits, lack of own efforts to 

address the problems, demand their rights and assume their responsibilities as citizens, 

irregularities such as obtaining items involving the acceptance of a dynamic housing 

outside the law, extreme poverty, lack of basic services, among others. 
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Given this reality, it is pertinent to develop housing projects, where drastic solutions to the 

problem of housing shortage arises and response plan of this problem lies in the 

realization of a project for the sector MULTI HOUSING Monte Sinai. 

 

MATERIALS 

 

• Steel structure: the structural material was chosen because it is the most versatile, 

strong and has better ductility. 

• reinforced concrete walls 

• Aluminum and glass enclosure 

• It has stripes of photovoltaic glass colors in façades with the highest incidence of 

the sun. 

• This colors photovoltaic panel harnesses the sunlight to illuminate the building, 

allows the entry of light into the interior, and also keeps out ultraviolet and infrared 

radiation. 

 

DESIGN FEATURES 

The multifamily building has 10 floors, each floor has 8 departments (functional, 

architectural and energy), the building has two panoramic elevators, balconies with 

excellent architectural determination and makes a play of light on the lower deck. Not only 

is formally and functionally designed, but several sustainable solutions such as solar 

photovoltaic panels some colors are also used, and these semi-transparent glass, in 
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addition to achieving the desired indoor comfort helps to minimize the environmental 

impact on the atmosphere. 

Structural steel portico system is the system we have chosen for the structural design of 

our building, as it is a set of elements, columns and beams that work stress and 

understanding, axial loads and deflections; connected by joints rigid for stability, this is the 

system we have used in our structural design. 

Something important in this design is the implementation of seismic base isolation, which 

claims to be the most suitable for the design of multi-family buildings as it will help mitigate 

the vibration or movement caused by pressure or loads have horizontal flexibility. 

This system serves as a baseline seismic isolation and damping energy dissipation, so 

that reduces the strain on the demand for insulation system, and prevents annoying 

vibrations. 

 

BUDGET 

MATERIAL PRICE  FOR  APARTMENT 

stucture 1674.36 

walls 1623,70 

doors and windows 1206,61 

facilities 1142,19 

coatings and finishes 1765,88 

roofs and ceilings 1262,85 

TOTAL $8675,59 

 

$8675,59 x 8 apartments  =  $69.404,72 x 10 pisos= 694.047,20 

Access areas = $45.000 

Solar panel = $28.000 

TOTAL COST OF THE BUILDING = $767.047,20 


